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Question #:1

Why might a Practitioner change the filtering dimension in a query?

to make the query more efficient

to specify filtering conditions

to return records other than Recipients

to execute a left outer join

Answer: B

Question #:2

Which module(s) needs to be installed in order to be able to create Marketing Campaigns?

Marketing Campaigns (Campaign)

Marketing Resources

Central/Local Marketing (Distributed Marketing)

Campaign Optimization

Answer: A C

Question #:3

What are the three functions of the delivery audit in Adobe campaign? (Choose three.)

To show a preview of the delivery before sending

To show the analysis performed on a delivery prior to sending

To show the approvals given for delivery

To show a breakdown of exclusions for the delivery

Answer: B C D

Question #:4
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The sent count is less than the upstream population. What are two reasons for this result? (Choose two.)

The upstream population did NOT include seeds.

Some pressure typologies were applied.

Some recipients were quarantined.

The upstream population was too large.

Answer: B D

Question #:5

Which two examples are appropriate for Qualitative analysis in Adobe Campaign? (Choose two.)

sales by product

total sales in US dollars

average basket

most popular email domains

Answer: C D

Question #:6

What is the maximum number of Campaign application servers a single client can connect to at one time?

3

1

2

0

Answer: B

Question #:7

A Business Practitioner has a delivery with two links sent to 100 recipients:

80 messages reached the box
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40 Recipients opened the delivery

20 Recipients clicked on at least one link

What was the reactivity?

40%

20%

25%

50%

Answer: C

Question #:8

The entire list of recipients for a campaign is unavailable at the start of an A/B test. The final list of the

recipients will be placed in the finalRecipients folder but they will be loaded by the time the A/B test is

complete. To start the A/B test, a list of exclusive recipients is used for the initial deliveries in the folder

testRecipients.

How should the Business Practitioner modify the workflow diagram?

modify the existing query to query all recipients in folders 'testRecipients' and 'finalRecipients'

modify the original query to all recipients in 'testRecipients' and modify the split activity to query the
folder 'finalRecipients' in the complement

add the enrichment after the wait to add all recipients inthe 'finalRecipients' folder to the complement
from the split activity

modify the original query to all recipients in 'testRecipients': change the A & B branches to 50% each,
and add a new query after the wait to get all recipients in the 'finalRecipients' folder

Answer: B

Question #:9

A workflow log indicates an incompatible document type erroron a union activity. How should a campaign

business practitioner verify the union activity inputs are based on?


